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Contacting User Support
If you have a technical problem with our iGEMDOCK you can contact our research group in Taiwan.
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I

Introduction

Structure-based virtual screening and post-screening analysis are emergent tasks in
computer-based drug discovery. Combining these two methods to effectively reduce the false positives
from a large compound database is considered as a key step to finding the lead compounds. In this
study, we have developed a graphical-automatic drug discovery system, called iGEMDOCK, for
integrating docking, screening, post-analysis, and visualization. To our best knowledge, iGEMDOCK is
the first system for this requirement. The core of iGEMDOCK is the GEMDOCK, which is a robust
and well-developed tool. Using iGEMDOCK, the predicted poses generated from the GEMDOCK are
able to be directly visualized by a molecular visualization tool and analyzed by post-analysis tools.
iGEMDOCK provides the post-analysis tools by using k-means and hierarchical clustering methods
based on the docked poses (i.e. protein-ligand interactions) and compound properties (i.e. atomic
compositions). Atomic composition (AC), which is similar to the amino acid composition of a protein
sequence, is a new concept for measuring compound similarity. We validated the protein-ligand
docking accuracy and screening accuracies of iGEMDOCK by using a test set with 100 protein-ligand
complexes and four targets, respectively, which are thymindine kinase, estrogen receptor for
antagonists and agonists, and human DHFR. Experimental results show that iGEMDOCK keeps the
advantages of GEMDOCK and provided graphical-integrated environment for virtual screening and
docking. We also evaluated the AC method on a test set with 76 compounds. The results indicate that
the AC method performs better than the comparative methods in this set. We believe that iGEMDOCK,
which integrates the structure-based virtual screening and post-screening analysis, is a useful system for
drug discovery.
The core of iGEMDOCK is the GEMDOCK. Based on GEMDOCK, we have been published
primary references and some applications. These articles would be helpful for using iGEMDOCK.
Primary references
1.

J.-M. Yang* and C.-C. Chen, "GEMDOCK: A generic evolutionary method for molecular
docking," Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 55, pp. 288-304, 2004.

2.

J.-M. Yang* "Development and evaluation of a generic evolutionary method for protein-ligand
docking," Journal of Computational Chemistry, vol. 25, pp. 843-857, 2004.

3.

J.-M. Yang* and T.-W. Shen, "A pharmacophore-based evolutionary approach for screening
selective estrogen receptor modulators," Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59,
pp. 205-220, 2005.

4.

J.-M. Yang* Y.-F. Chen, T.-W. Shen, B. S. Kristal, and D. F. Hsu, "Consensus Scoring Criteria for
Improving Enrichment in Virtual Screening," Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling, vol.
45, pp. 1134-1146, 2005.
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Selected applications
Virtual screening
1.

J.-M. Yang, Y.-F. Chen, Y.-Y. Tu, K.-R. Yen, and Y.-L. Yang*, “Combinatorial computation
approaches identifying tetracycline derivates as flaviviruses inhibitors,” PLoS ONE, pp. e428.1e428.12, 2007.

2.

H.-C. Hung, C.-P. Tseng, J.-M. Yang, Y.-W Ju, S.-N. Tseng, Y.-F. Chen, Y.-S. Chao, H.-P. Hsieh,
S.-R. Shih, John T.-A. Hsu, "Aurintricarboxylic acid inhibits influenza virus neuraminidase,"
Antiviral Research, vol.81, pp. 123-131, 2009

Binding site prediction
1.

M.-C. Yang, H.-H. Guan, M.-Y. Liu, Y.-H. Lin, J.-M. Yang, W.-L. Chen, C.-J. Chen, and Simon J.
T. Mao*, "Crystal structure of a secondary vitamin D3 binding site of milk ß-lactoglobulin,"
Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 71, pp. 1197-1210, 2008.

2.

M.-C. Yang, H.-H. Guan, J.-M. Yang, C.-N. Ko, M.-Y. Liu, Y.-H. Lin, C.-J. Chen, and Simon JT
Mao*, "Rational Design for crystallization of b-Lactoglobulin and vitamin D3 complex: reveal of
a secondary binding site," Crystal Growth & Design, vol. 8, pp. 4268-4276, 2008.

This user guide includes basic operation and advanced features for iGEMDOCK users. We help
our user guide can provide a fast and low-learning curve experience for starting iGEMDOCK. If you
are familiar with iGEMDOCK, we suggest that you can start from section IV: advance features. This
part describes how to do something which is important for virtual screening. If you have some troubles
at using iGEMDOCK, you can try to look for the solutions in our FAQ (section V). We collect some
frequently asked questions and solutions here for our users.
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II Installation
iGEMDOCK is currently distributed via email or website download. Currently, it is available for
free and non-commercial researches. You can visit our web site (http://gemdock.life.nctu.edu.tw) to
download the iGEMDOCK archives depending on your machine. We illustrate the installation steps on
Microsoft windows XP/Vista and Linux. It is easy to install iGEMDOCK on your system. Create a
directory for the iGEMDOCK and extract compressed files into this directory. Then, you can start to
use iGEMDOCK.

1

System requirements
Windows®

Linux

Operation
system

Windows® XP/Vista

Suse 9 (64bit) / CentOS 5 (32bit) /
Ubuntu 8 (32bit)

CPU

Pentium 1 GHz or higher processor

Pentium 1 GHz or higher processor

Disk
space

40 MB or higher

40 MB or higher

Monitor
resolution

1024x768 or higher resolution

1024x768 or higher resolution

Download iGEMDOCK: http://gemdock.life.nctu.edu.tw/dock/download.php
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In windows XP/Vista

1. Downloading the iGEMDOCK from http://gemdock.life.nctu.edu.tw/dock/download/iGemdock.zip
and extracting the iGEMDOCK.zip

2. Selecting a folder to extract files

8

3. Finding the folder “\bin” in decompressed folder (e.g. C:\iGemdock\bin)

4. Executing the executable file with gem icon (iGemdock.exe) to start your docking/screening task.

9
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In Linux

1. Downloading the iGEMDOCK from http://gemdock.life.nctu.edu.tw/dock/igemdock.php and
extracting the downloaded file. Select the iGEMDOCK according to your Linux distribution.
We currently release the binary files for 32 bit and 64 bit Linux system. You can download the
iGEMDOCK distribution depending on your system. If there is no released version for your Linux
distribution, you can contact us for help.
64 bit Linux system

iGEMDOCK binary file

Suse Linux 9

iGemdock—Suse9-Linux-x_64.tar

32 bit Linux system

iGEMDOCK binary file

CentOS 5

iGemdock—CentOS5-Linux.tar

Ubuntu 8

iGemdock—Ubuntu8-Linux.tar

2. Typing “tar -xf iGemdock-*-Linux.tar” in terminal or double click the compressed file to extract it.
For example: the command on Ubuntu 8
>tar –xf iGemdock--Ubuntu8-Linux.tar
Or

3. Changing the mode of the files in “/bin”.
>chmod 755 iGemdock/bin/*

4. Executing the script, iGemdock.sh in “/bin” to start
11

iGEMDOCK.
>cd iGemdock/bin/
>./iGemdock.sh
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III Getting start
1

Overview

iGEMDCOK is a suite of automated docking/screening tools. The interface of iGEMDOCK has
two main tags, docking/screening tag and post-analyzing tag (shown as Figure A and C, respectively).
The docking/screening tag (Figure A) is designed to predict how chemical molecules bind to a receptor
of known 3D structure. The predicted protein-ligand poses can be further performed post-analysis in the
post-analyzing tag (Figure C). This can help, for example, to guide biological researchers explore better
binders.

The architecture of iGEMDOCK consists of four major modules. The docking/screening and
post-analyzing modules contain several components to make the screening/analyzing procedure
smoothly. The predicted or clustered protein-ligand complexes can be visualized in the visualization
module. The parallel processing module provides the parallel computation of screening jobs. The tools
in the docking/screening and post-analyzing modules are further introduced as followed.
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Components of docking/screening module
•

mod_cav : this program generates the binding site from the ligand bounded PDB file.

•

mod_lig : this program generates the ligand list depending on user selected ligands.

•

mod_ga : the main kernel (GEMDOCK) for docking/screening module. It works for the
docking/screening process and predicts the bounded poses of protein-ligand complex.

Components of post-analyzing module
•

mod_ac : atom composition program analyzes the atom composition and environment of each
docked pose.

•

mod_kc : k-mean cluster groups the docked poses by their interaction or atom composition
descriptors.
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To start a docking/screening job, you have to prepare two files, protein structure file and ligand
file. The protein structure file can be obtained from Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/). The
ligand files are available from online compound databases, such as ZINC (http://zinc.docking.org/) or
PubChem (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=pccompound). We guide users to use
iGEMDOCK with an example of the screening on thymidine kinase and put the advanced skills, such
as parameter setup or further analysis steps into next section, advanced features. If you are familiar with
basic operation of iGEMDOCK, you can start from advanced features.

2

Binding site preparation

The acceptable receptor file in iGEMDOCK can be a user defined binding site or a whole protein
structure. The protein structure you are working with may include a ligand and iGEMDOCK can help
you to quickly define the binding site.

For example, we provide an example structure (Thymidine kinase, PDB code: 1KIM) in the folder
“/example”. To characterize the binding site of the thymidine kinase structure, such as above figure
represented, you can do the following steps:
1. Pressing the button “Prepare Binding Site” on the “Protein Ligand Docking/Screening tag”
2. Browsing and selecting the protein file (\examples\protein\1KIM.pdb)
3. Defining the binding site type as “By bounded ligand”
4. Defining the center of binding site by selected ligand “THM”
5. Setting the size of binding site (e.g. 8 angstrom) by the extended radius from selected ligand
“THM”
15

6. Using the defined binding site “cav1KIM_THM.pdb” as the input of receptor

Press the button binding site

Browse and select protein file
(in \examples\protein\1KIM.pdb)

The input format of receptor structure for iGEMDOCK is PDB format. The ATOM record is
essential for iGEMDOCK to construct the receptor environment and HETATM record is optional for
considering the chemicals existing in receptor, such as cofactor, metal ion, waters and non-standard
amino acids. Following the example, you can create and input your own receptor file for iGEMDOCK.
If you want to input your own receptor structure, you have to define the binding site type as “By current
file”.
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Example

Essential record
“ATOM”
The residues of recetpor

Optional record
“HETATM”

The waters, co-factor, metal ion and non-standard amino acid of receptor

Record Format (ATOM / HETATM)

In order to discriminate the generally heterogenic atoms and specifically assigned ligands from the
PDB structure, you have to add an extra mark “P” at 81th column for iGEMDOCK. If there are no
bounded ligands in your structure, you can prepare your binding site following the steps in our
appendix (see appendix 1 and 2).
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3

Ligand Preparation

Single Ligand
Before you can dock a ligand, you will need to generate a 3D ligand file. iGEMDOCK can accepts
the MDL MOL, SYBYL MOL2 and PDB format for ligand files. You need not to assign hydrogen and
charge for every atom in the ligand. It is recommended that you prepare the ligand file in MDL MOL
format as the input of iGEMDOCK. For a single ligand (or several ligands), you can use freeware to
prepare a MOL file for ligand (see appendix 3).

Ligand Database
If a set of ligand library has already been prepared, we recommend that the ligand library is in
MOL format. If the ligand database does not exist, you will need to build it. For building your own
database, there are many online resources that can give you assistance. For example, ZINC is free
resource of commercially-available compounds. You can download the database from
http://zinc.docking.org/ and select the output in a SD-format file. Then, you have to separate the SDF
file into MOL files according to the record of each compound (the detail is described in appendix 4 and
we also provide an example program for separating ZINC download file).
If you have already prepared a set of ligands, you can follow the steps to set the screening list. For
example, we provide a small set of ligands in the folder “\examples\compound\”.
1. Pressing the button “Prepare Compounds” on Docking/Screening tag
2. Browsing and selecting the prepared ligand files by pressing the button “Add Ligand Files”
(example ligands in “\example\compound\”)
3. Checking the input files and pressing “OK”
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Press the button compounds

Browse and select ligand files
(in \examples\compound\TK0x.mol and ESA0x.mol)

4

Running iGEMDOCK

Setup output path
Before you really start a docking job, it is recommended that the output path has to be setup. If
you want to add a new folder for you job, you can use the button “Make New Folder” to create it.
Press the button output

Set the path to storage the screening data

Setup the GA Parameters
iGEMDOCK computes a ligand conformation and orientation relative to the binding site of target
protein based on generic evolutionary method (GA). Therefore, the GA parameters are directly related
to your docking performance. For general cases, we provide several recommended parameters (e.g. for
19

screening: population size = 200, generations = 70, number of solution = 3). You can select a set of
default parameters based on your purpose. If you want to know more about our parameters, you can
refer to our publications on Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 55, pp. 288-304,
2004. and Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59, pp. 205-220, 2005.

Advance Options
These options provide scoring function modification, saving/loading configurations and resuming your
docking process. The option, set scoring function is shown as follow. Users can ignore ligand intra energy
during docking calculation or add some filters on ligand properties, such as hydrophobic and electrostatic
ratios. The detail setting of scoring function pleases to refer later section: advance features, scoring function
of iGEMDOCK.

iGEMDOCK will automatically generate a configuration file, named config.dock in the directory, “/bin/”.
This file records the environment for executing iGEMDOCK, such as the pathes of binding site, ligands and
output. This extension file name of iGEMDOCK configuration file is “.dock”. When users need to resume
the job status or run on command mode, the config.dock is essential for loading all of the settings.
The usage of command mode of iGEMDOCK is described on later section, advanced features:
command mode of iGEMDOCK. Users can set up all of the parameters and the path of files in iGEMDOCK,
20

and then use the configure file in the command mode.
Start Docking
Check if you have already set the protein, ligands, output path and parameters. You can start your
job by pressing “Start Docking”. The status of you job will show on the screen. The number of docked
compounds will present as complete percentage and the running prediction will show on the message
window. During the docking/screening, you can view docked posed and make post-analysis for current
job.
Press the button start

After finishing your docking jobs and pressing the button “View Docked Poses and Post-Anaylze”,
your predicted poses and the energy list of these poses will be outputted into the “best_Pose” and
“fitness.txt” of the output location, respectively. The detail of iGEMDOCK output is listed as the
following table.
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The predicted poses
All of the generated poses
(number of solutions x inputed ligands)

The extracted file of the binding site
The extracted file of the bounded ligand

The running file of the binding site
The inputted ligand list
The rank list of predicted poses
The energy list of all generated poses
The configure file for iGEMDOCK
The raw energy file for predicted poses

The energy list of predicted poses
The interaction profile of predicted poses

22

5

Post-analysis in iGEMDOCK

iGEMDOCK provides an analysis environment with visualized tool and post-analysis tools for
users. (1). you can visualize the docked poses, and cluster the poses by the protein-ligand interactions.
(2). the predicted poses and scores of ligands are saved in the user defined output path.

Or directly looking for the screening results
in the folder “/output/”

Use the post-analysis
interface of
iGEMDOCK by
pressing the button

The button “View Docked Poses and Post-Analyze” can automatically setup the data and generate
energy table. If it does not provide the setup or you want to input your data, you can follow the step
instruction.
Loading binding site
This step is same as site characterization. It is recommended that you can load the extracted binding site
file from output location.
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Press the button binding site

1. Select binding site from the output location
2. Or re-define by user

Loading docked poses
The lowest energy pose of each ligand will be outputted into the location “best_Pose”. Our
analysis tool is designed based on the analysis of these poses. If you want to investigate all of predicted
poses of the specific ligand, it is admissible that selecting the “dock_Pose” replaces the “best_Pose”.

1. Press the button poses
2. Select docked poses from the output

Generating interaction profile
After giving a set of poses, iGEMDOCK will recalculate the energy of each pose and list on the
summarized table. To generate these energy data is very useful for some researchers. The interaction
24

data includes summarized energy and individual energy terms. Fitness is the total energy of a predicted
pose in the binding site. The empirical scoring function of iGEMDOCK is estimates as:
Fitness = vdW + Hbond + Elec
Here, the vdW term is van der Waal energy. Hbond and Elect terms are hydrogen bonding energy and
electro statistic energy, respectively. For further detail of iGEMDOCK scoring function, you can refer
to our publications, Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 55, pp. 288-304, 2004. and
Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59, pp. 205-220, 2005. It is available for users
to sort the ligands by each individual term.

• Sort the table by the wanted columns)

If you look for the bounded complexes of some ligands, you can select the check box of ligand
and press the button “Display”. If the co-crystallized ligand is retained on the binding site structure, it
will be labeled on green color to discriminate the predicted poses (pink color). The residues within 4.5
angstrom of select poses will be presented as red wireframe mode and the other region of binding site
will show as ribbon mode.
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• View the predicted pose (to check the check box and press Display)

Cluster based analysis
Cluster analysis is the partitioning of a data set into subsets. The data in each ideally subset will
share some common trait. iGEMDOCK clusters the ligands based on interaction and atomic
composition features. Interaction feature is extracted from the protein-ligand interactions and atomic
composition is accounted atomic types in different functional groups. You are able to specify the
number of cluster for your data or adjust the number by the preliminary clustered result.
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• View the poses in the same cluster by ClusterID
•Press the button display

After clustering, each group of ligands will assign a cluster index (ClusterID). These subsets are
able to be easily visualized by selecting each ClusterID. The column, distance is the distance of virtual
center in the kmeans algorithm. The K-means algorithm assigns each point to the cluster whose
centroid is nearest. The center is the average of all the points in the cluster. The coordinates of centers
are the arithmetic mean for each dimension separately over all the points in the cluster.
Save post-analysis data
The data in the post-analysis process will be automatically saved by iGEMDOCK into the output
directory. For example, the change in each time of cluster will be automatically generated as
profile-cluster.txt. If you want to specify a file format for your data, iGEMDOCK is able to save your
data in ASCII or excel formats.
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The output data of iGEMDOCK
The output of iGEMDOCK saves in the output directory. These outputs include predicted poses,
energy list, cluster data and interaction profile. Generally, you may be interest in docked poses and
energy table. The lowest energy pose of each ligand is in the folder “best_Pose” and the energy table is
result.txt.
• The poses with the best energy
• All of the generated poses
• The binding site used in screening

• Interaction table of protein-ligand

• The summarized table

Importing your data to excel for advanced study
The text files generated by iGEMDOCK can be easily imported into statistic software, such as
Microsoft excel. Here, we show an example which is to import the energy table into excel and other
data can be imported in the same way for advanced purpose.
28

• All data saved in text format
• The text data separated by
“Tab or Space”
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IV Advanced features
This section is for advanced users of iGEMDOCK. We represent the advanced issues into “question and
answer”. We hope that these case studies can let you more easily understand how to make it.

Binding site preparation
1. iGEMDOCK can not help me to prepare my binding site when my protein file is not
original PDB file or has no ligand. How can I prepare my binding site under these
situations?
Ans: You can prepare your binding site by text editor or other PDB related tools. We show one of
simple methods by a free PDB viewer, Swiss-PDB viewer to prepare your binding site. We represent
the working procedure by an example, D-hydantoinase (PDB code 1GKQ). There is no bounded ligand
on this structure. First step, you have to download and install Swiss-PDB viewer and then we will show
how to prepare in step by step.

Example: D-hydantoinase (1GKQ)

1. Download 1GKQ from PDB
2. Load 1GKQ into swiss-pdb viewer

Catalyze the hydrolzation by zinc ions
No ligand bounded in the binding site
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1. Select ZN1460 and
ZN1461 in A chain
2. Press select in swisspdb viewer
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1. Load prepared file into iGEMDOCK
2. Select “By loaded file”

1. Open the binding site file by
text editor
2. Cut the lines with header
“HETATM” to the end of
“ATOM”
3. Add “TER” between “ATOM”
and “HETATM”

If you want to input your own receptor structure, please check your file follows the format in the
example. At the meanwhile, you have to define the binding site type as “By current file” in
32

iGEMDOCK.

Example

Essential record
“ATOM”
The residues of recetpor

Optional record
“HETATM”

The waters, co-factor, metal ion and non-standard amino acid of receptor

Record Format (ATOM / HETATM)
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2. My protein target needs to consider the cofactor or metal ion in docking calculation.
Can iGEMDOCK recognize these non-amino acid molecules in the docking
calculation?
Ans: iGEMDOCK can recognize these non-amino acid molecules in the docking simulation, but you
have to add some additional label in your file of binding site. We demonstrate an example extended
from above target, D-hydantoinase. This enzyme needs a post-modification amino acid (KCX) as
catalytic residue and you have to add an additional label “P” on 81th column of your file.

add hetero atoms as parts of binding site

1. Add the marker “P” after 80th
characters of hetero atoms
2. Load the prepared file into
iGEMDOCK
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Ligand library preparation
3. I want to prepare the bounded ligand from PDB. How can I make it?
Ans: There are three ways to accompany this job. We recommend that you use MOL/MOL2 formats as
your ligand file formats in iGEMDOCK. You need not to add hydrogen atom in your ligand files. Our
scoring function will automatically handle the atom types in the docking procedure. There are three
ways to solve this problem. Different ligand format will be generated by these methods.
1. Directly obtaining from your PDB file (PDB format of ligand).
2. Converting the bounded ligand from PDB (format: pdb) to the mol/mol2 file formats
(mol/mol2 format of ligand).
3. Preparing the ligands from public source (example: ZINC database, sdf/mol/mol2 format of
ligand).
When you use PDB format as the input format of ligand, you needs to add some special remarks
for iGEMDOCK. This remark is to assign rotatable single bond for flexible docking. It is inconvenient
that you have to assign the remark for all your ligand files. Therefore, we recommend that you use
MOL or MOL2 formats for your ligand files in iGEMDOCK. If you still want to use PDB format for
your ligand file, you can add the remark, SINGLE, as the following example. The detail of three
methods will be described as follow.
1. Directly obtaining from your PDB file.
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1. Load the protein-ligand complex (file
from PDB, ex: 1KIM)
2. Obtain the bounded ligand by
iGEMDOCK

1. The extracted ligand will be saved at “the path of
output\extracted_lig”
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1. User can load the extracted ligand
to dock against the binding site

1. After docking, user can compare
the result with bounded ligand
2. The example shows the
comparison of docked result and
crystal structure

Crystal: green
Docked: yellow

Type the command in
the RasMol
>select THM
>color yellow
>wireframe 0.1

The PDB file of ligand needs to add some special remarks for iGEMDOCK. This remark is to
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assign rotatable single bond for flexible docking. It is inconvenient that you have to assign the remark
for all your ligand files. Therefore, we recommend that you use MOL or MOL2 formats for your ligand
files in iGEMDOCK. If you still want to use PDB format for your ligand file, you can add the remark,
SINGLE, as the following example.

Rotatable bond

Rotatable bond

2. Converting the bounded ligand from PDB (format: pdb) to the mol/mol2 file formats

1. Download the openbable for format
convertion
(http://openbabel.org/wiki/install)
2. Install the openbable
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1. Load the extracted pdb file (1KIM_THM.ent) to the input of openbabel
2. Select output format as “mol” and give a output filename (ex: thymidine.mol)
3. Press CONVERT

1. The different of .pdb
(.ent) and .mol

No bond orders in file
1. The chemical
structure is shown
in PDB (ex:1KIM)

bond orders in file
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Crystal: green
Docked: gold

>select UNK
>color gold
>wireframe 0.1

1. Compare the docked results
Mol format (flexible docking)
ex: thymidine.mol
Pdb format (rigid docking)
ex: 1KIM_THM.ent

Type the command
in

Crystal: green
Docked: yellow

Type the command
in
>select THM
>color gold
>wireframe 0.1

3. Preparing the ligands from public source (example: ZINC database)
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1. http://zinc.docking.org (free database)
2. Select “search and browse”

ZINC contains over 4.6 million
compounds in ready-to-dock,
3D formats

Compound can be queried by
1. Directly giving the ZINC code
2. Draw a structure
3. Smile code

draw a structure
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1. Query by ZINC code
2. Download the result

1. Query by a structure
2. Press save smiles
3. Query database
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1. Download the result in sdf
or mol2 format
2. If the file contains multiple
ligands, user have to split
the ligands into separated
files (by split-zinc.exe)
3. Then, load the files into
iGEMDOCK for screening

4. I want to construct ligands/ligand library for screening. Is there any example?
Ans: We demonstrate one of possible methods for general users.
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Preparing compound
library(A)
Compound from known
source and
Maybridge database
(56,000)

Thymidine
kinase (TK)

Preparing binding
site(B)
Define the binding
cavity on target
protein

Screening (A+B)

Thymidine
(THM)

Evaluation
Based on Hit rate (precision)
Based on Yield (recall)

Outline: prepare ligands/ligand library for screening
(working with open source software)
1.

Generate ligand structure


Draw your ligand structure and save as general format


2.

Ligand format exchange


Transform your ligand into several formats


3.

By ACD Labs – ChemSketch

By Openbabel

Search and download library from ZINC


Build your own ligand library


By ZINC database
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1. Generate ligand structure: install ChemSketch
http://www.acdlabs.com/download/chemsk.html

Download and install

Generate ligand structure: start ChemSketch
ChemSketch interface

Bond tools

template
structure
tools
Plotting region

Atom tools
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Generate ligand structure: draw a basic structure

2.
4.
3.

1.
2.change
bond order

1.Draw a
cyclohexane

3.change atom
type
4.Add a new
bond

Generate ligand structure: save the structure for database
search and docking
1.Clean structure

2.Optimize 3D structure
3.Save file as MDL mol format

1kim_THM.mol
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2. Ligand format exchange: install openbabel
1. Download the openbabel for format
convertion
(http://openbabel.org/wiki/Install)
2. Install the openbabel
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Ligand format exchange: start openbabel
OpenBabel interface
Convert options

Output block

Input block
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Ligand format exchange: input file
A. Input by file

B. Input by copy & paste

copy & paste here
1kim_THM.mol

Ligand format exchange: A. format modification (remove
hydrogen)

Save into specific file

Select convert option
(remove H atoms)
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Ligand format exchange: B. download bounded
ligand from PDB
The different
between .pdb (.ent)
& .mol

No bond orders in file
The chemical
structure is shown in
PDB (ex:1KIM)

bond orders in file

Ligand format exchange: B. format transform
(PDB to MOL format)
1. Load the extracted pdb file (1KIM_THM.ent) to the input of openbabel
2. Select output format as “mol” and give a output filename (ex: thymidine.mol)
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3. Search and download library from ZINC
ZINC: free database for virtual screening

http://zinc.docking.org/

Prepare the ligands from public database: ZINC
1. http://zinc.docking.org (free database)
2. Select “search and browse”

ZINC contains over 4.6 million
compounds in ready-to-dock,
3D formats
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Prepare the ligands from public database: search by
ZINC interface
Compound can be queried by
1. Directly giving the ZINC code
2. Draw a structure
3. Smile code

draw a structure

ZINC code

SMILE code

Prepare the ligands from public database: search by zinc
code (exactly search)
1. Query by ZINC code
2. Download the result
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Prepare the ligands from public database: search by
structure (fuzzy search)
1. Query by a structure
2. Press save smiles
3. Query database

Prepare the ligands from public database: save search
result

1. Download the result in sdf
or mol2 format
2. If the file contains multiple
ligands, user have to split
the ligands into separated
files (by split-zinc.exe)
3. Then, load the files into
iGEMDOCK for screening
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Prepare the ligands from public database: use search
result in virtual screening (working with iGEMDOCK)
1. Create a new folder and rename your file as
zinc.sdf
Double click 2. Copy split-zinc.exe & zinc.sdf into this folder
3. Double click (execute) split-zinc.exe

Separate zinc.sdf into
individual ligand files

Prepare the ligands from public database: use search
result in virtual screening (working with iGEMDOCK)
1. Start iGEMDOCK
2. Press “Prepare Compounds”
3. Add ligand files into screening list
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Scoring function of iGEMDOCK
5. I want to re-score my ever predicted poses against a protein target. How to do it?
Ans: This is a frequently asked question. When users want to compare the energies of predicted poses and
crystallized pose, or rank the poses which generated in several times of screening, user will need to re-score
these poses.
To re-score these poses, iGEMDOCK needs the input of ligands in iGEMDOCK specified PDB format.
The PDB file of your ligand needs to add some special remarks for iGEMDOCK. This remark is to assign
rotatable single bond for flexible docking. The remark, SINGLE, is shown as the following example.

Rotatable bond

Rotatable bond

The results generated by iGEMDOCK are written by this format. If your files do not have these remarks,
SINGLE, for rotatable single bonds, iGEMDOCK cannot evaluate the correct energy for these poses.
To re-score your predicted poses or crystallized pose, you can go to the post-analysis page of
iGEMDOCK and do the following steps.
1. Loading binding site
Load the binding site against your docked poses. It is recommended that you can load the extracted
binding site file from the previous output location.
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Press the button binding site

1. Select binding site from the output location
2. Or re-define by user

2. Loading docked poses
Load the predicted poses or extracted ligand from binding site. They must be outputted as
iGEMDOCK specified PDB formats. The lowest energy pose of each ligand will be outputted into the
location “best_Pose”. Our analysis tool is designed based on the analysis of these poses. If you want to
investigate all of predicted poses of the specific ligand, it is admissible that selecting the “dock_Pose”
replaces the “best_Pose”.

1. Press the button poses
2. Select docked poses from the output

3. Generating interaction profile
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The re-scored energy table will be generated at this step. After giving a set of poses, iGEMDOCK
will recalculate the energy of each pose and list on the summarized table. The interaction data includes
summarized energy and individual energy terms. Fitness is the total energy of a predicted pose in the
binding site. The empirical scoring function of iGEMDOCK is estimates as:
Fitness = vdW + Hbond + Elec
Here, the vdW term is van der Waal energy. Hbond and Elect terms are hydrogen bonding energy and
electro statistic energy, respectively. For further detail of iGEMDOCK scoring function, you can refer
to our publications, Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 55, pp. 288-304, 2004. and
Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59, pp. 205-220, 2005. It is available for users
to sort the ligands by each individual term.

• Sort the table by the wanted columns)

4. Save post-analysis data
Pressing the button, Clustering Analysis, the data in the post-analysis process will be automatically
saved by iGEMDOCK into the output directory. The re-scored energy table will be automatically saved
as fitness.txt or result.txt. You are able to specify a file name by the function, Save Docked and
clustered results. If you want to specify a file format for your data, iGEMDOCK is able to save your
data in ASCII or excel formats.
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6. What is the meaning of each term in GEMDOCK interaction profile?
Ans: The interaction profile is the detail energy table for each ligand. The detail of the energy in
iGEMDOCK is described in our article, Proteins, vol. 55, pp. 288-304, 2004. Here, we represent an
example of interaction profile of 1kim and the ligand 1kim_THM. The first column of interaction
profile is the ligand name and the first two rows are atoms in cavity file. Each atom of residues interacts
with ligand (1kim_THM) in three types of interactions (Hydrogen bonding (H), electrostatic (E) and
van der Waal contact (V)). For example, the OE1 and NE2 of residues Q125 form hydrogen bond with
the N3 and O4 of 1kim_THM, respectively. Such interactions will be measured by GEMDOCK scoring
function and outputted onto the table. The van der Waal contact will be measured in the same way, such
the CB of Y172 against THM and the total energy will be summarized as -2.15 on the table. The total
energy of a ligand is the sum of all terms in the same row.
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Ligand: 1kim_THM
Q125 OE1 – THM N3
3.0 Å

Q125 NE2 – THM O4
2.7 Å

Y172 CB
Residues of protein
(PDB code, 1kim)

Interaction profile
#cav1KIM _THM

125GLN556O-H

125GLN557N-E

125GLN557N-V

125GLN557N-H

1KIM _THM .pdb

-3.5

0

-1.06315

-3.5

19

125GLN557N-V

1 25GLN5 57N-E

0

0

… 1 72TYR8 51C-V
…

0

172 TYR851 C-V

172TYR851C-V

0

-2.15038

V6
Interactive type V1 V2 V3 V4
H-bond (polar)

14

V5 V 6

2.3 2.6 3.1 3.6 -2.5 20

E n erg y

Steric (van-der) 3.3 3.6 4.5 6.0 -0.4 20

9

Steric
H-bond

4

V1 V2

V3

-1
V5

-6

Electrostatic

Distance (r)
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V4

7. What is the pharmacological consensus method mentioned in Proteins: Structure,
Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59, pp. 205-220, 2005 ? How to use these terms in
my screening?
Ans: We developed a pharmacophorebased evolutionary approach for virtual screening. Integrating an
empirical-based energy function and pharmacological preferences (binding-site pharmacological interactions
and ligand preferences), simultaneously serves as the scoring function for both molecular docking and
postdocking analyses to improve screening accuracy. We apply pharmacological interaction preferences to
select the ligands that form pharmacological interactions with target proteins, and use the ligand preferences
to eliminate the ligands that violate the electrostatic or hydrophilic constraints.

Pharmacological Consensus: enhance virtual screening
Etotal = Ebind + Ep harma + Eligpre
Mining the pharmacological consensus

Preparing for the
drug database

Known active
ligands

Superimpose X-ray
or predicted liagnd
conformations

Mining the
ligand consensus

Mining the bindi ngsite pharmacological
consensus

Preparing for the
target protein

Flexible
docking
Post-docking
analysis
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: Main flow
: Mining/aided flow

In the virtual screening, the scoring functions usually meet several problems, such as the enrich of
polar ligands in the top ranks, the larger energy of high molecular weight ligand and no consideration
of binding site pharmacophore hot spots.

Screening ER from 1000 compounds: Prescreening
Results (Top rank 6)
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

ESA04: 188

ESA03: 16

O

O

P

N

O

H 2C

NH2 Chiral

N
HO

What Problems ?
How improve ?

HO
N

N

OH

O

N

N
H2 N

O

O

S O

OH
+

K

O

Rank 2

OH

Rank 3

OH

OH

H3 C

OH

OH

BrH

OH
N

O

N

N

HO

Rank 1

O
OH

O

O

OH

P

Chir al

OH
S

Chiral

BrH

HO
OH

HO

HO
N

N

HO

CH 3

CH3

HO

OH

HO

Rank 4

Rank 5

Rank 6

Where are the Problems?

19

V6
I nt eracti ve t ype V1 V2 V3 V4

Energy

O
9

Steri c
H-bond

4

V1 V 2

O

O

A:ESA01
(-91.32)

B: ESA01-C
(-76.86)

V 5 V6

H-bond (polar) 2.3 2.6 3.1 3.6 -2.5 20
St eric (van-der) 3.3 3.6 4.5 6.0 -0.4 20

14

O

O

V4

V3

-1

O

V5

C: ESA01-COO (-99.64)

-6

Distance (r)

El ectrostati c

O

Scoring function is inaccuracy

O
O

Rank 1
E353-OE2

O
O
O

O
N

R394-NH2

Rank 2

O

O

H524-ND1

Rank 2nd: MFC D00012742
(ligand preference)
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O

O

O

Rank 3

O

Problems in virtual screening (Molecular weight)
Scoring function is inaccuracy
B
N
O

A

B

EST03

ESA01
A
O

O O

O

Virtual drug screening: Binding-site pharmacophore hot spots

R394-NH2

R394-NH2

E353-OE2

E353-OE2

OH

A’

A’

OH

OH

B’

B’

OH

H524-ND1

H524-ND1

(a) Docked conformations

(b) X-ray structures

iGEMDOCK can involve these factors into the scoring function and make a specific scoring
function for specific target. The details of how to measure and calculate are described in our article,
Proteins: Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59, pp. 205-220, 2005. Here, we only describe
how to involve these terms into iGEMDOCK. The ligand preference, Eligpre has two penalty terms,
LPelec and LPhb. LPelec and LPhb . are the penalties for the electrostatic (i.e., the number of charged
atoms of a screened ligand) and hydrophilic (i.e., the fraction of polar atoms in a screened ligand)
constraints, respectively. To encode these term into scoring function is to set the parameters B and C in
iGEMDOCK command line into negative values.
Index:
Example:

A
6

B* C* D
1
-0.55

E
1

F
2

G
0

H
70

I
3
61

J
1

K
0

0

To active the pharmacophore-based interaction energy, Epharm is to add a pharmacophore weighted text
file named, imptatom.txt, in the fold with mod_ga (e.g. /bin/).

Example: imptatom.txt for 1kim in iGEMDOCK
Format of pharmacophore weighted command:
[atom number] [weight] [interaction types] (optional: Remark)
%%%%%%%% File content %%%%%%%%%%
385 2.0 H // Y(101) OH
556 4.0 H // Q(125) OE1
557 3.5 H // Q(125) NE2
788 1.5 H // R(163) NH1
852 2.5 V // Y(172) CG
853 2.5 V // Y(172) CD1
854 2.5 V // Y(172) CD2
855 2.5 V // Y(172) CE1
856 2.5 V // Y(172) CE1
857 2.5 V // Y(172) CZ
%%%%%%%% File content %%%%%%%%%%

Atom number: the number of weight atom in the cavity file (e.g. cav1KIM_THM.pdb)
Weight: the weight mining from known set of 10 TK inhibitors
Interaction type: the example of weighted interaction types mining from known set of 10 TK inhibitors.
iGEMDOCK accepts five types of H: only hydrogen bonding interaction, E: only electrostatic interaction, V:
only van der Waal contact, A: all types of interactions and S: special force, such as the interactions of metal
ion to O, and N atoms (H, E, V, A and S).
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Command mode of iGEMDOCK
8. Using the command mode in iGEMDOCK
Ans: To use the command mode in iGEMDOCK, you need the executable file “mod_ga”. It usually
locates in the folder “/bin”. Typing “./bin/mod_ga” in the console mode and following the instruction to
run your docking/screening jobs.

The meaning of each term on the command line of iGEMDOCK
%./mod_ga

-[options]

population size

cavity file ligand files parameters

For examples
%./mod_ga 300 cav1KIM_THM.pdb 1KIM_THM.ent 6 1 1 1 2 0 70 3 1 0 0
%./mod_ga 300 cav1KIM_THM.pdb ligandlist.txt 6 1 1 1 2 0 70 3 1 0 0
Options
The options are the optional modes for iGEMDOCK. You can assign the parallel screening work
by PBS, or resume your job. The function of each option is shown as above figure.
Population size (50-2000)
The population size is one of the parameters in the genetic algorithm. The size in iGEMDOCK is
ranged from 50 to 2000 and the increase of this value means to search the solution in a fine grid.
Usually, you can set the value at 300 for general cases. If you want to run a whole protein docking, you
can set the initial value from 1000 to 2000 to obtain a reasonable solution quality.
Cavity file
The cavity file in iGEMDOCK is the binding site of your protein. We have been described how to
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prepare this file in above sections. The cavity file for iGEMDOCK needs not to add hydrogen atoms in
the file.
Ligand files
The acceptable ligand formats in iGEMDOCK are PDB, MDL MOL and sybyl MOL2 formats.
The maximum acceptable number of atoms in single ligand file currently is 100. We have been
described how to prepare and transform your ligand files in above sections. Besides inputting single
ligand in command line, users can also input the ligand by a list file. An example is shown as follows
and this file is automatically generated by iGEMDOCK GUI located in the output directory.

File name: output/docking.lst
%%%%%%%% File content %%%%%%%%%%
C:/iGemdock/examples/compound/TK/TK01.mol
C:/ iGemdock/examples/compound/TK/TK02.mol
C:/ iGemdock/examples/compound/TK/TK03.mol
C:/ iGemdock/examples/compound/TK/TK04.mol
C:/ iGemdock/examples/compound/TK/TK05.mol
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

The file name can specify by users and the content is the full path of each ligand. Each ligand uses one
line in the list file.
Parameters
Index:
Example:

A
6

B* C* D
1
1
1

E
2

F
0

G
70

H
3

I
1

J
0

K
0

A: the type of scoring function, default = 6 (GEMDOCK score)
B*: electrostatic preference of docked ligands, default=1 (1is no penalty and <0 is penalty)
C*: hydrophobic preference of docked ligands, default=1 (1is no penalty and <0 is penalty)
D: intra-energy of ligand, 1: yes 0: no. default=1
E: family competition (parameter in genetic algorithm), default = 2
F: flexible or rigid docking, 0~9, e.g. set as 1 = 10% single bonds is rigid in docking, default = 0
G: generation numbers (parameter in genetic algorithm): default = 70. (Ranged from 50 to 200)
H: number of predicted solutions for each ligand: 10 for general docking; 3 for screening. iGEMDOCK
reports the solution with minimum energy from these solutions as the best pose of a ligand.
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I, J, K: currently are assigned as 1 0

0 and these values are parameter in the genetic algorithm.

* These values are the pharmacological consensus mining from the specifically known data set by users.
The using of pharmacological consensus in virtual screening will improve the accuracy of the predicted
rank and score. The detail of pharmacological consensus method is described in our article, Proteins:
Structure, Function, and Bioinformatics, vol. 59, pp. 205-220, 2005.
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V FAQ
We have collected some frequently asked questions from users and hope that our answers can give
you some aids on using iGEMDOCK. If you cannot find aids from the FAQ, please contact us for
further help. Before you send us an email, it is recommended that you can attach these files, conf.dock ,
conf.post and the screen snap in your email. These configure files can be found in the folder “/bin” and
they record the information of your setup. These records can help us to clearly identify your problem.
1

Installation
1. I have already downloaded and extracted iGEMDOCK on my Linux machine. When
starting iGEMDOCK, it showed that some libraries are missed. How to solve this problem?
Ans: iGEMDOCK is compiled by Qt and C++. Usually, this message is due to your Linux system
does not install the Qt library. If using our iGemdock.sh can not successfully link the share library
of Qt for your environment, you can try to install the Qt library on your system or contact us for
help.

2

Run docking
1. Why I can only see a part of iGEMDOCK windows?
Ans: Please check your screening resolution. The minimally recommended resolution of
iGEMDOCK is 1024x768. If your resolution is lower than 1024x768, you can still run
iGEMDOCK normally.

2. My protein structure is ligand bounded but iGEMDOCK cannot let me choose “Define
binding site by bounded ligand”.
Ans: This problem is that you maybe copy the “bin” folder individually to somewhere.
iGEMDOCK can not find the correct output path of extracted_lig. To solve this problem, you need
to create an output directory for iGEMDOCK and assign the output location in iGEMDOCK.

3. I have been run some predicted poses in iGEMDOCK but I cannot visualize my
predicted poses.
Ans: The visualized poses for iGEMDOCK are extracted according to the setup of output path and
the poses have to locate in the folder “\best_Pose\”. Check if your poses correctly locate in the
folder “best_Pose”. You also need to reset the output path on the “Protein Ligand
Docking/Screening tag”.
4. I miss click to close the iGEMDOCK window and select cancel to stop docking. Does my
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job disappear? What status of iGEMDOCK is in this situation?
Ans: If you cancel to stop docking, iGEMDOCK will still run in background mode. You can find
the predicted result in the output directory until iGEMDOCK finish your job. If you want to really
stop iGEMDOCK under this situation, you can use the command “kill” to stop the docking
process.

5. My operation system (OS) is Windows, but my iGEMDOCK is installed on Linux system.
How to remotely use iGEMDOCK on Linux?
Ans: You need X Window to excute iGEMDOCK GUI on windows. Therefore, we recommend
that you can install X window server for your windows, such as Cygwin (http://www.cygwin.com/)
or Xming (http://www.straightrunning.com/XmingNotes/). We show an example by using Xming
to show iGEMDOCK GUI of Linux version on windows XP.
1. Download and install Xming and Xming-putty.
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2. Execute Xming and putty.
3. Setup the connection of X11 on putty and connect to your Linux server

Your server IP

4. After installing of Xming or Cygwin, you need to check the status of X11. To test X11, you
can type ”xclock” on your SSH client window. If you can see a clock shown on your screen,
you are able to continue the follow steps or you have to contact your system administer to
solve the problem of connection.
5. Install iGEMDOCK on Linux system following the installation instruction
6. Execute iGEMDOCK (input ./iGemdock.sh in your terminal). The iGEMDOCK GUI will
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show by X Window on your windows XP.
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